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Abstract: Thin fiber-shaped pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) can generate contractile motions upon
stimulation, and it is well known for its good compliance, high weight-to-power ratio, resemblance
to animal muscle movements, and, most importantly, the capability to be integrated into fabrics and
other textile forms for wearable devices. This fiber-shaped device, based on McKibben technology,
consists of an elastomeric bladder that is wrapped around by a braided sleeve, which transfers radial
expansion into longitudinal contraction due to the change in the sleeve’s braiding angle while being
inflated. This paper investigates the effect of material properties on fiber-shaped PAM’s behavior,
including the braiding yarn and bladder’s dimensional and mechanical properties. A range of
samples with combinations of yarn and bladder parameters were developed and characterized. A
robust fabrication process verified through several calibration and control experiments of PAM was
applied, which ensured a more accurate characterization of the actuators. The results demonstrate
that material properties, such as yarn stiffness, yarn diameter, bladder diameter, and bladder hardness,
have significant effects on PAMs’ deformation strains and forces generated. The findings can serve as
fundamental guidelines for the future design and development of fiber-shaped pneumatic actuators.

Keywords: fiber-shaped pneumatic actuators; material properties; yarn stiffness; yarn dimensions;
bladder hardness; bladder dimensions

1. Introduction

Among the various actuators available, pneumatic artificial muscles show intrinsic
resemblance to biological muscles regarding force–length and force–velocity relationships
and variable stiffness when the actuator deforms. Moreover, the force intensity of most
pneumatic actuators is intriguingly high, which ensures higher work density and stiff-
ness [1–3]. This aspect is one of the many motives that explain a recent surge in research on
microfluidic actuators, which have great potential in the medical industry, physical reha-
bilitation industry, and human-interactive robotics [4,5]. In contrast to traditional metallic
pneumatic actuators, soft pneumatic actuators made of elastomeric or compliant materials
have emerged and attracted extensive attention due to their soft nature and lightweight
properties. For instance, “Baldwin muscle” and “Yarlott muscles” are made of rubber
tubing that is reinforced by embedded yarns along their longitudinal or radial directions [6].
However, these actuators generate large expansions in both length and radial directions,
which limits their applications where only the length change is desired. They also require
complex processes to fabricate. Moreover, many actuators are made of deployable/folded
structures to enable the actuation deformations, such as “Pleated actuators,” “Festo ac-
tuators,” “Origami-based actuators,” and “bellow-type actuators” [6–8]. However, their
sizes are generally large due to folded shapes. McKibben actuators, a type of pneumatic
artificial muscle technology (hereafter “PAM” refers to McKibben actuators), have been
a focus of scientific inquiry for a long time due to their light weight, high specific work
(ratio of work to mass), high specific power (ratio of power to mass), power density (ratio
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of power to volume), and low cost [9,10]. They have a wide range of potential application
fields, especially in the development of humanoid robots, miniature locomotive devices for
maneuvering in an enclosed environment, rehabilitation orthoses and prostheses, active
smart textiles, etc. [11–13]. McKibben actuators consist of three components: the internal
elastomeric bladder, the outer braided sheath, and two end fittings, see Figure 1. One end
fitting is sealed, and the other is connected to the air inlet [14]. The working principle is that,
while inflating, the internal elastomeric bladder expands, and it subsequently pushes the
outer braided sheath to expand radially. Then, the braided pantograph structure converts
such radial expansion into axial contraction. The prevalence of small-scale mechanical
systems in modern technological advancements and applications has created a demand
for lightweight, compact, thin PAMs that can exert significant forces and strains while
remaining miniature structures. Thin PAMs have already been used in several areas of
small-scale robotics, for instance, morphing wing concepts and unmanned micro-air vehicle
designs, devices for keyhole surgery, and wearable smart textiles [15,16].
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The extension of the braiding yarn will result in internal elastic energy consumption by 
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ble yarns are preferred for the optimal effectiveness of pneumatic artificial muscles. Usu-
ally, high-stiffness fibers/yarns, such as aramid (Kevlar®), ultra-high molecular weight 
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Yarn surface texture is another key factor influencing yarn-to-yarn friction. During axial 
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friction and frictional energy loss, resulting in lower efficiency and higher hysteresis. 
Thus, a smoother yarn surface is more desirable [21]. Another factor is the yarn-to-bladder 
distance at the resting length of PAM. The inner side of the braid structure is not always 
in contact with the outer wall of the elastomeric bladder. In this case, the actuator’s dead-
band pressure increases dramatically because, when the bladder begins to expand, it is 

Figure 1. The working mechanism of thin McKibben pneumatic artificial muscles.

The properties of the constituent materials of McKibben actuators are critical for the
optimal operation of McKibben actuators. For easier volume expansion of the elastomeric
bladder, more compliant bladder material is desirable. A softer and more elastic elastomeric
bladder ensures low dead-band pressure (the threshold pressure to which contraction
does not start) and higher volume expansion. At the same time, the bladder’s structural
uniformity is critical for even expansion under pneumatic pressure. Braided yarn should be
inextensible in order to effectively convert radial expansion into axial contraction [17]. The
actuator’s efficiency will be reduced by the axial deformation of the yarns. The extension
of the braiding yarn will result in internal elastic energy consumption by the braiding
yarn, which, in turn, reduces the axial contraction load. Therefore, inextensible yarns
are preferred for the optimal effectiveness of pneumatic artificial muscles. Usually, high-
stiffness fibers/yarns, such as aramid (Kevlar®), ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) (Dyneema® and Spectra®), etc., are highly preferred [18–20]. Yarn surface
texture is another key factor influencing yarn-to-yarn friction. During axial contraction, the
braiding angle changes as the yarns slide over each other. This causes friction and frictional
energy loss, resulting in lower efficiency and higher hysteresis. Thus, a smoother yarn
surface is more desirable [21]. Another factor is the yarn-to-bladder distance at the resting
length of PAM. The inner side of the braid structure is not always in contact with the outer
wall of the elastomeric bladder. In this case, the actuator’s dead-band pressure increases
dramatically because, when the bladder begins to expand, it is unable to transfer the force
to the braiding structure and the actuator will remain inactive until the elastomeric bladder
comes into contact with the braided sheath [17].

To use McKibben actuators in robotic applications, understanding their behavior is
vital. Many analytical models have been proposed. For instance, Gaylord proposed the
first and the most fundamental model. However, it only considered the kinematics of
the braid and cannot predict the force-contraction behavior accurately [22]. Later Schulte
took the materials’ properties into consideration and proposed a model with improved
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accuracy [23]. In later models, researchers took end-effects, friction between the bladder
and the braided sleeve, hoop and axial stress, the Mooney–Rivlin effect, threshold pressure,
and temperature into consideration and were able to predict the force–contraction behavior
more accurately [24–26]. Although the latest models have been remarkably improved, they
still fall short in taking the braided sleeve’s mechanical properties, such as the frictional
properties of the braiding yarns, yarn surface texture, yarn stiffness, and the number
of yarns into consideration. In addition, all of these models are designed for full-scale
pneumatic artificial muscles. However, thin PAMs behave differently to full-scale PAMs
along the force–contraction curve due to a higher volume ratio (ratio of bladder volume
to bladder internal tunnel volume) and a higher frictional coefficient among bladder and
braid components [21].

In this study, we systematically investigated the effect of braiding yarns’ sizes, stiffness,
and structure, as well as the elastic bladders’ dimensions and hardness on the force–
contraction behavior and performance of thin PAMs. A list of thin PAMs with judiciously
selected materials and parameters was designed and fabricated. The actuation properties at
variable pressures were characterized and discussed. In the end, the relationships between
key material parameters and PAM’s performance were correlated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The motivation of this work was to investigate the influence of different types of
yarns and bladder materials on the performance of PAMs. Hence, we selected various
yarn and bladder materials to fabricate PAMs. First, braided sleeves used in PAMs were
fabricated from seven distinct types of yarns, see Table 1. To study the influence of yarn
size and stiffness, we judiciously selected the yarn materials. As mentioned above, in order
to transfer maximum axial load, the yarn should be as inextensible as possible. In this
study, Dyneema yarns (Fibrxl, Richmond, VA, USA), Spectra yarns (PowerPro, Irvine, CA,
USA), and nylon yarns (polyamides) (Shakespeare, USA)and polyester yarns of different
sizes and mechanical properties were used. In order to compare the yarns’ stiffness, we
evaluated their tensile properties using a material testing system (MTS) (30G load frame,
MTS, Canton, OH, USA) following the same testing protocol (ASTM D2256). Since yarns
have different sizes, the tested force values were normalized by their linear density in
tex (gram per 1000 m) to ensure the results were comparable. The initial modulus was
calculated at 1% strain, and the results are listed in Table 1. The classic tensile testing result
curves are shown in Figure 2. As Figure 2 shows, yarn #1–3 are strong and stiff as compared
to yarn #5–7. To characterize the yarn stiffness, the initial moduli were calculated at 1% (see
the inset image of Figure 2). The results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications of yarns used in PAM.

Yarn No. Materials Diameter
(mm)

Modulus
(N/tex)

Elongation
at Break (%) Yarn Type

1 Dyneema 0.17 81.9 3.6 Multifilament

2 Dyneema 0.08 136.4 2.5 Multifilament

3 Spectra 0.32 63.3 2.7 Braided

4 Spectra 0.10 122.0 5.1 Braided

5 Nylon 0.31 3.6 29.7 Monofilament

6 Nylon 0.08 6.7 22.8 Monofilament

7 Polyester 0.17 1.1 33.0 Multifilament
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Figure 2. Classic stress–strain curves of used yarns. The inset figure shows the results below 3% strain.

As listed in Table 1, yarn #1 and #3 and yarn #5, #6, and #7 are two groups that
have similar stiffness but different sizes within each group. Meanwhile, yarn #1 and #7,
yarn #2 and #6, and yarn #3 and #5 are three groups that have similar sizes but different
stiffness. Besides the size and stiffness, yarn structure is another factor that affects the
friction between yarns in the braided sleeve as well as friction between the bladder and the
braided sleeve. We used multifilament (i.e., multiple fibers form a bundle), braided yarn
(i.e., the yarn itself is braided with multiple monofilaments), and monofilament (single
fiber). Among them, the braided yarn has high surface friction due to its surface texture.
Yarn #2 and #4 form one group that has different structures but similar other parameters.

Elastomeric tubes with different hardness and sizes were used as the internal bladder
of PAMs, see Table 2. Again, we deliberately selected these tubings to study the influence of
their sizes and hardness on the final performance of PAMs. Tubing #1 (DupontTM LiveoTM,
USA) and #2 (Hygenic, Akron, OH, USA) have the same dimension but different hardness.
Tubing #1 and #3 (Raumedic, Helmbrechts, Germany) have different sizes but the same
hardness.. Tubing #3 was custom-made by an extrusion process.

Table 2. Specifications of elastomeric bladders used in PAM.

No. Materials
Outer

Diameter
(mm)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Bladder Volume
(Vb)/Internal Volume

(V0)

Ratio between
Wall Thickness

and OD

Hardness
(Durometer A)

1 Silicone 3.17 1.60 1.98 0.25 53 A
2 Natural Rubber 3.17 1.60 1.98 0.25 35 A
3 Silicone 0.50 0.28 1.78 0.22 50 A

2.2. Fabrication of PAM

A K80-16 vertical braiding machine (Steeger, Inman, SC, USA) with 16 yarn carriers
was used for the braiding process (Figure 3a). Two parameters, including picks per inch
(PPI) and braiding speed (rev/min), can be controlled from a digital control panel. The
PPI value was adjusted by altering the take-up speed while maintaining the yarn carrier
moving speed. The braiding speed refers to the productivity here which has no influence
on the braiding angle. To change the braiding angle, we can adjust the PPI—the higher
the PPI value the larger the braiding angle. In this study, a braiding angle of ~20◦ was
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maintained for all types of PAMs because braiding angles between 18◦ and 30◦ contribute to
the maximum actuation performance [9]. The internal bladders with different dimensions
required different PPI values to maintain the ~20◦ braiding angles of the outer sleeve. The
braided actuators were taken up automatically and wound on a bobbin.
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Figure 3. Fabrication of PAM. (a) Braiding PAM using a vertical braiding machine and (b) end fittings
assembly for PAM.

The PAM’s specifications are listed in Table 3. The way to label the PAM is to use the
bladder tubing sample number followed by that of the yarn used in the braiding sleeve.
For instance, “PAM 1-2” refers to the actuator consisting of the #1 tubing bladder listed in
Table 2 and the braided sleeve made of #2 yarn listed in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the optical
microscope images of all PAM samples.

Table 3. Specifications of PAMs.

Actuator
Samples

Yarn
Modulus

(N/tex)

Yarn Diameter
(mm)

Bladder OD
(mm)

Bladder
Hardness

(Durometer A)

Braiding
Angle (◦)

Number of
Braiding Yarns in

the Sleeve

PAM 1-1 81.9 0.17

3.17
53 A

20 16

PAM 1-2 136.4 0.08

PAM 1-3 63.3 0.32

PAM 1-4 122.0 0.10

PAM 1-5 3.6 0.31

PAM 1-6 6.7 0.08

PAM 1-7 1.1 0.17

PAM 2-3 63.3 0.32
35 A

PAM 2-5 3.6 0.31

PAM 3-1 81.9 0.17

0.5 50 A
PAM 3-2 136.4 0.08

PAM 3-4 122.0 0.10

PAM 3-6 6.7 0.08
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free-contraction test were conducted in sequence using the same sample without taking it 
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Figure 4. Optical microscopic images of PAM samples. (a) PAM 1-1; (b) PAM 1-2; (c) PAM 1-3;
(d) PAM 1-4; (e) PAM 1-5; (f) PAM 1-6; (g) PAM 1-7; (h) PAM 2-3; (i) PAM 2-5; (j) PAM 3-1; (k) PAM
3-2; (l) PAM 3-4; (m) PAM 3-6.

After braiding, to fabricate the actuators, samples were cut into 20 cm-long pieces with
a 3 cm allowance for end-fittings connection. High-pressure barbed fitting in combination
with push-to-connect fittings was used as the end fittings, see Figure 3b. Adhesive and
mechanical clamps were used to fix the end fittings. For a better seal at the air inlet end, a
pair of brass clamps were custom-made. Aluminum tubes and adhesive were used at the
blocked end.

2.3. Characterization of the PAMs

Blocking force and free contraction are two of the most critical properties of PAMs.
Blocking force is the contractile force exerted by a PAM under a given pressure while
remaining at the initial length. To measure it, as Figure 5 shows, MTS clamps secured the
PAM sample’s two ends while it was inflated. The real-time force was recorded by the load
cell attached to the top clamp. The air pressure applied was from 100 kPa to 450 kPa for
samples made of thick bladders (bladder #1 and bladder #2, since they can only survive
up to 450 kPa) and from 250 kPa to 700 kPa for samples using a thin bladder (bladder #3),
with an interval of 50 kPa and 100 kPa, respectively. Free contraction is the displacement
of a PAM under a specific pressure at “zero load” constraint. The blocking-force test and
free-contraction test were conducted in sequence using the same sample without taking it
off. After reading the blocking force while the sample was still inflated at a certain pressure,
the MTS top clamp moved down at 20 mm/min until the detected load reached zero, where
the clamp traveling distance was recorded as the free contraction. The air pressure was
controlled by an electro-pneumatic regulator (ITV 3050-21N2BS5, SMC, USA) that also
indicates the actual pressure applied to the actuator. This regulator was calibrated using a
separate pressure sensor (Amphenol SSI Technologies). For each sample, three specimens
were tested.
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3. Results and Discussions

The force–contraction results at different pressure levels of all PAM samples are
depicted in Figure 6. It shows that the PAM’s blocking force decreases with increasing
contraction at a given pressure. From the plots, it is evident that the force–contraction
relationship varies while the PAM contracts, which is not a linear correlation. The force
drops quickly when the contraction ratio is low (<2%) and follows a nearly linear path
in the middle portion of the force–contraction curve and, eventually, a high force drop
rate at the maximum contraction ratio, which agrees well with the previously reported
works [21,27]. The variation in force drop rates can partly be attributed to the bladder-
stiffening effect at higher pressure according to the Mooney–Rivlin model [28,29]. At higher
pressure, the silicone bladder is strained beyond its linear stress–strain relationship at a
comparatively higher contraction ratio and has entered a stiffening region where stress
increases considerably with strain. Another attribute of the miniature silicone bladder is
the high bladder volume (Vb) compared to the bladder’s internal hollow space volume
(V0). In this study, the average volume ratio (Vb/V0) of the thin PAM was 1.88, which
is significantly higher than that of the large-scale McKibben actuator (0.78) [30]. As the
silicone bladder comprises a larger portion of the PAM’s cross-sectional area, the bladder’s
mechanical properties significantly affect the PAM’s performance. Frictional components
such as yarn–yarn friction and yarn–bladder friction during PAM inflation and deflation
contribute to the non-linear force–contraction curve [21].

The free contractions and blocking forces results of all PAMs at 450 kPa are summarized
in Figure 7. Here, 450 kPa pressure was selected since it is the highest pressure applied to
most of the samples (except ones labeled with start marks in this Figure).

In the following sections, we will discuss the influence of yarn stiffness, yarn diameter,
bladder size, and bladder hardness on the PAMs’ actuation performance.
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3.1. Effect of Yarn Stiffness

Among PAM 1-1 to 1-7, samples #1-1 and #1-7, #1-2 and #1-6, and #1-3 and #1-5 were
three groups using different stiffness yarns while the other parameters were similar. Based
on the results shown in Figure 7, samples using yarn #1, #2, and #3 showed a higher
blocking force and free contraction in each group. This aligns well with the yarn moduli
results. When the blabber is inflated, the expansion force is transferred to the yarns in
the sleeve. Yarns with high stiffness can effectively convert this radial expansion into
longitudinal contraction by changing the braiding angle without substantial elongations of
fibers. Hence, the contraction force and free contraction are higher.

The second set of samples that used yarns with different stiffness, while the other
parameters remained similar, was PAM 3-2 and 3-6. These samples used the ultra-thin
bladder. It is interesting to notice that the influence of yarn stiffness here was not as
significant as that in samples with thick bladders. This was because the force generated by
the bladder was smaller than the plastic deformation force of the yarns. In addition, the
ultra-thin bladder requires a higher inflating pressure due to Laplace’s law [31].

3.2. Effect of Yarn Diameter and Structure

The yarns’ pantograph network in the outer braided sleeve experiences a significant
deformation during the PAM actuation process. With the initial braiding angle of ~20◦,
upon actuation, the pantograph network contracts in a longitudinal direction while the
braiding angle increases. Yarn–yarn friction and yarn–bladder friction play very significant
roles during this transformation. The friction between the yarns depends on several factors
and the two most important factors are the cross-sectional shape and the surface texture of
the yarns.

To investigate the yarn size’s effect, comparisons among two sample sets: (1) PAM 1-1
and 1-3 and (2) PAM 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7 were made. It was observed that PAM 1-1 and 1-3
performed similarly since yarn #1 and #3 were exceedingly stiff and they could provide
enough force against deformations once their sizes were larger than the threshold value.
The actuation properties of PAM 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7 align well with their dimensions, in which
PAM 1-5 shows the highest blocking force and free contraction due to its large size, whereas
PAM 1-6 performed the least well. This is because, for yarns with similar stiffness, a smaller
diameter leads to reduced yarn strength, which, in turn, leads to greater sleeve deformation
under the same radial expansion force.
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Regarding the yarn structure’s effect, we can compare the performance between PAM
1-2 and 1-4, as well as PAM 3-2 and 3-4. Yarn #4 was a braided yarn that had higher
surface friction, and, thus, PAM 1-4 and 3-4 showed slightly lower free contraction in these
two groups.

3.3. Effect of Tube Hardness

The PAM’s performance is influenced by the bladder hardness. With increased bladder
hardness, PAM’s dead-band pressure will increase. A softer elastomeric bladder ensures
lower dead-band pressure and higher deformation of the PAM at the same pressure value.
Bladders #1 and #2 have the same dimensions but different shore hardness, in which
bladder #2 is softer. As Figure 6 shows, PAM 2-3 and 2-5 expanded more freely and
had a larger contraction ratio than #1–3 and #1–5at 300 kPa and 400 kPa, respectively.
However, under higher pressure, the soft bladder generally has increased yarn–bladder
friction, which interrupts the braid structure from conforming to the optimal configuration
under specific pressure. This causes the formation of non-uniform pores in the braid
structures. Additionally, the soft bladder can easily bulge out through the larger pores to
cause destructive failure, see Figure 8, which was also observed in earlier studies [32,33].
Hence, PAM 2-3 and 2-5 cannot survive at high pressure as other PAMs can. We often
observe the bladder bulging through the braiding sleeve and, in turn, breaking down.
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3.4. Effect of Bladder Size

The size of the internal elastomeric bladder partially determines the size of the actuator.
Some of the earlier research indicates that thin actuators operated by pneumatic pressure
led to a reduced contraction ratio [34]. The primary reason is that the ratio of the bladder’s
wall thickness to outer diameter was high for the small bladder used in previous work. This
hindered the deformation of the bladder under increased pressure [21]. In this study, the
bladders’ wall thickness was tailored to maintain a similar ratio of bladder wall thickness
to the outer diameter (see Table 2), which helps us to understand the effect of the bladder
size exclusively. The thin PAM fabricated with bladder #3 showed a significantly high
free contraction as compared to that of the PAM fabricated with bladder #1. The yarn–
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bladder contact surfaces of PAMs using smaller bladders are exceedingly low relative to
that of PAMs using large bladders. As the yarn–bladder friction coefficient is considerably
larger, pantograph networks in thin PAMs can transform more freely and achieve a higher
contraction ratio. In addition, the braided sleeves are much tighter in the thinner PAMs,
which conforms to the bladder wall and thus maximizes the transformation from radial
expansion to longitudinal contraction [17].

The PAM’s blocking force is proportional to the square of the bladder’s outer diameter,
which indicates that PAM with a larger bladder will generate a substantially large blocking
force. The reason is that under a fixed pressure value, a larger surface area will generate
a larger force. Hence, the experimental results showed that the PAMs using bladder #1
generated a higher blocking force than that of the PAMs with bladder #3.

In the end, it is worth mentioning that we have observed significant deviations in
blocking forces and free contractions in some PAM samples. They can be attributed to
the structure nonuniformity that was formed during the braiding processes and handling
during the characterization process. This can be improved by using braiders with an
advanced yarn tension control system and by selecting optimized braiding angles for
specific yarns and bladders.

4. Conclusions

In order to optimize thin McKibben actuators’ design for various robotic applications,
in this study, we investigated the influence of the four most critical material properties on
thin McKibben actuators’ performance. PAMs with different braided sheath and bladder
materials were constructed and experimentally characterized. The key material properties
studied here include yarn stiffness, yarn size, bladder size, and bladder durometer hardness.
From the experimental analysis, we observed the following relationships between material
properties and PAM’s performance.

• The stiffness of the yarn is in direct proportion to PAM’s blocking force. However, it
does not have a significant effect on the free contraction of the actuator. Once the yarn
stiffness is beyond a certain amplitude, its influence becomes non-significant.

• Yarn diameter decides its affordable force. Small yarn dimension tends to result in a
reduced PAM blocking force. Again, when the yarn’s diameter is large enough and its
stiffness is very high, the influence of yarn size is negligible.

• The yarn structure slightly affects the free contraction ratio of the actuator.
• Regarding the bladder’s properties, its hardness has an exceeding influence on PAM’s

performance. Although the softer bladder is able to generate a higher free contraction
of PAM, it can easily bulge out through the braiding sleeve and cause destructive
failure. In addition, it is evident that a larger bladder generates significantly higher
blocking force but a low free-contraction ratio.

In summary, this paper comprehensively investigated the relationships between ma-
terials properties and thin McKibben actuators’ performance. The findings can serve as
fundamental guidelines for future design and applications in advanced soft robotics-based
thin McKibben actuators. We view the need for future studies to quantitatively under-
stand the contributions of yarn–yarn and yarn–bladder frictions on PAM’s behavior and
properties to be important.
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